DEMOCRACY ON TRIAL

Our present perplexing state of national abasement and social injustice has not come upon us overnight. Fundamentally it is due to the gross misconception of the word LIBERTY, upon which our government has been constructed, and with which certain layers of the people have always sought to shield the criminal abuse of RIGHTS and the shameful disregard of DUTY. Under cover of an equalizing Democracy a swarm of unscrupulous exploiters still continue to misuse the patience and tolerance of a
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1936: "What do I want with this?"

Big Armament Firms: "Oh, just a little toy to continue your game in Abyssinia. To show your gratitude you might start a little world revolution."
people who remain true to a false belief in their desire to be liberal and generous: a belief that for the faithful and honest contains the essence of justice but to a certain layer of people presents simply an excuse to move without restriction or boundary in acquiring their own selfish ends at the expense of the commonwealth.

Most certainly there was a time when parliamentary Democracy was the most satisfactory form of government for our people. In the very early stages of our nation's history, when a homogenous people from the North of Europe had settled in this land bound together in their common quest for freedom, a representative government in the form of parliamentary Democracy was an ideal way of deciding national and social questions. Unity of race assured a natural unity of concept, and the sanctity of rights for the individual protected the common interest of the whole.

But when with designing subterfuge an alien people came to mingle with the heroic Founders of this nation, desiring not to share the labor of the pioneers, but to amass the resulting wealth, the ideal concepts of Liberty and Justice were gradually changed for the convenience of unscrupulous selfseekers.

In the scope of freedom accorded to the individual to exercise his rights, no limits were imposed in consideration of the commonwealth and in a free field of competition, it was soon those who by dishonest and unscrupulous methods knew how to exploit the honest and conscientious, who were the sole contestants for "golden opportunity," and the sole owners of "individual liberty."

Thus it came that the government by the people became a tool of an invisible capitalistic system, which has prepared a fertile ground for the international theories of Marx. Unaware of the underlying evil of all and every problem today confronting us, broad masses of the American people in their spiritual and material impoverishment are turning a listening ear to the preachers of class division, abolition of private property, and the mongrelization of mankind.

Democracy a Failure.

Has our Democracy become a fixed dogma that stands above the welfare of our people? Is there justification in remaining true to a political belief that is impracticable and no longer satisfies the needs of our people; a system of government that is obsolete and incapable of handling national and social problems? Or is it our DUTY as patriotic Americans to search for the cause of Democracy's failure and to ELIMINATE that cause?

Our Democracy with its misconstrued concepts of Liberty, Right and Justice is responsible for the anarchy of freedom and the dissolution of all life-determining measures and standards without which a nation cannot live but must dissolve in chaos. Seeking to uphold any longer a system that has already made room for another that is more dangerous is futile! Democracy has served as a means to introduce the doctrine fatal to any nation and destructive to all peoples: the denial of the peculiarities of the human races, and the teaching that the advancement of "humanity" lies in the mixing of all races to promote a general mongrelization of mankind.

Nationalism.

A natural sense of race consciousness that has persisted despite the "liberal" tendencies of Democracy makes itself apparent in the flareup of patriotism throughout the nation. National pride refuses to recognize the international dogmas, and the spirit of patriotism is fostering itself in a definite form of NATIONALISM. America has never been in danger of dissolving completely into an international chaos, and in CONTRAST to the teachings of internationalism a strong feeling of NATIONALISM is asserting itself. In its dark hour America revives the spirit of its past and in pride recalls historical feats that were distinctly AMERICA AND NOT INTERNATIONAL.

The Government, as a servant of INTERNATIONALISM, controlled by international capitalism and promoting international Communism, has itself become the most bitter enemy of the people. By introducing the international social Democracy of Marx, it is serving not the national welfare of the people, but the political aims of an
Socialism.

National pride, while revolting at the unnatural demands of internationalism, cannot overlook the profound social problems that a liberal Democracy has about, nor desire to leave these unchanged. No one can deny that individual liberty no longer exists but under a "Democratic" rule, has been harnessed by the most dictatorial government America has ever known, and that the power derived therefrom is not from the "consent of the governed" but from the international capitalists. Nationalism must seek new ways to solve the already existing social problems and at the same time erect protective measures against any future dangers that threaten to disrupt national unity or demolish social justice. There can, however, be no true socialism without true nationalism. National pride cannot tolerate miserable social conditions existing in any part of the nation or within any class of its people. Above all, the national social problems of a people cannot be solved by international abstract dogmas. The problems of each individual country are national and concern only the people who BELONG TO A CERTAIN NATION, bound by indissoluble ties of blood. It is logical that before international welfare can exist within and among nations, EACH NATION MUST FIRST REGULATE ITS OWN INTERNAL AFFAIRS FOR ITS OWN BENEFIT, AND SETTLE ITS SOCIAL DIFFICULTIES IN ITS OWN NATIONAL WAY.

We therefore arrive at the following conclusion:

NATIONALISM, WHICH IS OPPOSED TO EVERYTHING INTERNATIONAL in nature and form, must with all vehemence reject interference in national affairs by an alien layer of people who are international and the originators of all international dogmas.

The fundamentals of a nation are BLOOD and SOIL. Nationalism means not only attachment to the land upon which we are born and upon which we live, but pride in being a member by BLOOD of the people who comprise the population of a land. Nationalism means further the conscious upholding and protecting of the best elements within a people for the advancement of the nation. Those elements who today comprise the ruling power of America do not by blood belong to the American people; they are therefore attached neither to the people nor the soil of the nation. They are not interested in the national welfare of the American people, but in furthering their own international program of world enslavement of those people who are not of their race.

Socialism means: a system to promote the welfare of a society of people. Its social welfare cannot exist in ANY nation, IF THE PEOPLE WHO CLAIM TO PROMOTE WELFARE ARE NOT IMBUED WITH A DEEP SPIRIT OF NATIONALISM.

On the other hand, national pride cannot live where there is social injustice, where part of a people is exposed to starvation and another part revels in luxury. Nationalism can exist only where a people are CONSCIOUS of the greatness of its own particular kind and where social justice is rendered to EVERY CLASS and stand within the nation.

The Only Alternative.

NATIONALISM and SOCIALISM are INSEPARABLE. There can be no true Nationalism where there is no Socialism. There can never be true SOCIAL JUSTICE where the spirit of burning PATRIOTISM is wanting.

NATIONALISM AND SOCIALISM TOGETHER IN ANY COUNTRY BASED UPON THE RACIAL CHARACTER OF THE PEOPLE CONSTITUTE THE ONLY GOVERNMENT TRULY REPRESENTATIVE OF A PEOPLE, BECAUSE IT POSITIVELY AND WITHOUT COMPROMISE EXCLUDES INTERNATIONALISM.

This means that the NATURE of a people must be reflected in its government. A truly national government therefore can be had only if it is controlled and administered by people who by BLOOD are a PART of the national community of the people. Only he who LOVES his people and country can be concerned about the welfare of the NATION. Love where it concerns a nation and people is but another word for Nationalism; welfare but another term for Socialism.

National Socialism is not new. It is the political term applied to the age-old laws of nature that determine the life of the individual in relationship not to the universal, but to his people as part of them. National Socialism is re-awakened race-consciousness asserting itself in opposition to international dogmas that seek
the destruction of all naturally developed and organically grown human ties and relationships.

The international social Democracy of Marx, while asserting the equality of the White, Mongol, Negro and Jew, promotes bitter enmity among people who are by ties of blood, by declaring war upon certain classes.

In opposition to the international theory of Karl Marx, we assert that the solution for the future of America is to FORGE INTO ONE SOLID BODY ALL THOSE WHO ARE OF KINDRED BLOOD AS THE RIGHTFUL OWNERS OF THIS LAND, and upon this foundation build a new order of social justice and national freedom.

The National Socialist Philosophy has found an echo in every part of the world wherever people of Nordic blood have settled, because it is the re-awakened consciousness of race heritage, A SPIRITUAL REJUVENATION, which, as the contents of a political form, is the foundation of MATERIAL NATIONAL WELFARE.

* OUR FIGHTING SONG *

Proud flies our flag, our cause will be victorious!
We're marching on with steady forceful stride,
And comrades who have fallen in this fight before us
March in the spirit with us in our ranks.

So clear the streets for our storm battalions,
Join our ranks, for we come pressing on.
Our faith, the promise and the hope of countless millions
Is telling us of freedom's glorious dawn.

The call to action, brothers, hear it sounding!
Close up the ranks. Stand firmly in the files,
The hooked cross - our sign, as firm as rock is standing
Proclaiming end to slavery and spite.

Proud flies our flag, our cause will be victorious!
We're marching on with steady forceful stride,
And comrades who have fallen in this fight before us
March in the spirit with us in our ranks.

* * *

COUGHLIN SEES WAR FOR U.S.

In his radio address of November 3rd, Detroit's radio priest predicted war for the United States with Italy. He stated that he has strong reasons to suspect that the United States is secretly condoning the sanctions of Great Britain and that the United States appears to have some tentative plans to cooperate in the sanctions.

The suspicions of Father Coughlin were amply corroborated by Representative George H. Tinkham, Rep., of Massachusetts, who stated that President Roosevelt and Secretary of State Cordell Hull were "attempting to nullify" the United States neutrality resolution by "continual support of the League of Nations." He said that his European tour had provided him with an opportunity to study the international situation and that he had found the United States was "gravitating toward war with Italy as a result of a policy of notes and moral judgments."

Information we have received from a reliable source states that a secret agreement exists between England and the United States, which in the event of war would compel us to support England against Italy, despite the fact that popular vote has decided against our joining the League of Nations.

This is not surprising news in face of the fact that Bernard M. Baruch, the unofficial President of the United States, visited Europe during the late summer, and Secretary Morgenthau only recently returned from a European trip.

The continued propaganda in the New York Times and other Jewish Dailies for OUR ENTRANCE INTO OR SUPPORT OF THE JEWISH LEAGUE OF NATIONS further supports the suspicion that there already exist definite arrangements for America's entrance into the war as soon as the signal is given by the Super-Govern...
WILL THE AMERICAN PEOPLE BE ABLE TO AVERT ANOTHER WAR THAT AN INTERNATIONAL PAC
OF DEMONS HAVE PREPARED FOR US?
Every American patriot is needed to sound the alarm AGAINST WAR
AND INTERNATIONALISM to save America from a repetition of our
1917-18 experience which would be far worse and PROVE FATAL TO THE FUTURE RECONSTRUCTION OF AMERICA. For, no sooner would our best fighting resources be encamped and killed on foreign soil once more, A BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION WOULD BE STARTED AT HOME
to deliver our Nation's fate into the hands of the INTERNATIONALISTS.
AMERICAN PATRIOT! DO YOUR PART!

COMMUNISM VERSUS NATIONAL SOCIALISM
We hear, of late repeatedly, the assertion made that National Socialism is a modified form of Communism. NOTHING IS FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH! And the fact that those "rumors" have been spread among the people shows a novel line of attack by the originators and leaders of Bolshevism. How stupid the deception thus practiced is, we shall reveal by a very simple comparison of a few of the respective principles of the two movements. People who have studied Communism cannot help but remember its outstanding points such as
1. ABSOLUTE OPPOSITION TO ALL RELIGION. (Lenin said: "Religion is the opium of the people.")
2. ABOLITION OF PRIVATE PROPERTY. (Collectivism - Jewish State Capitalism; forceful dispossession of farmers and other property owners.)
3. DESTRUCTION OF THE FAMILY INSTITUTION. (Bastardization of the race; advocacy of intermarriage between whites and colored races; interpretation of the woman solely as a sex-convenience.)
4. TO BRING ALL THIS ABOUT, THE PREACHING AND INSTIGATING OF CLASS-WAR. (To bring about world revolution.)

That much for Communism. How the Bolsheviki accomplished all those splendid principles of theirs in Soviet Russia we all know. We also recall the means: ruthless suppression, forceful dispossession, mass-murder. There is no freedom in Soviet Russia. A gigantic jail containing a number of nations, kept by international maniacs who once promised in honeyed words "Freedom and Equality." Truly a sorry record.

Let us contemplate now a few of the principles of National Socialism. Opposed to Lenin's deadly doctrine of anti-all religion, National Socialism stands for
1. Positive CHRISTIANITY. (Adolf Hitler says on page 293 of "My Struggle": The dogmatic principles of the various churches are necessary for the people, without which the practical existence of faith is impossible.)
3. NATIONAL SOCIALISM IS UNCOMPROMISINGLY OPPOSED TO EVERYTHING THAT ATTACKS THE FAMILY AS SUCH. It believes that the healthy family is the foundation of the healthy commonwealth. High standard of morality.
4. ABSOLUTE OPPOSITION TO CLASS WAR. (War of brother against brother.) Against social-democratic Marxist ideas of internationalism. National Socialism preaches cooperation and understanding between all members of the nation, workers, farmers, students and industrialists, for the benefit and strength of the NATION.

These are only a few of the principles of National Socialism. The glaring difference, the absolute hostility towards all that is Judeo-Marxist is only too apparent.

These principles are not new. Their basis is found in the old laws of the
Nordic nations, their idealism is in our blood. National Socialism means destruction to Red-Internationalism and its Jewish germ carriers.

So, dear Reader, if you are told again that it is only a modified form of Communism, have a good look at who is telling you the story. Therein may lay the explanation of the lie.

HEARST'S BAD MANNERS

The New York American brings in its issue of October 1st a very tactless, trite cartoon that has as its objective to caricature and defame our police force. Now, we wonder just how serious Mr. Hearst is in his constant declaration that his chief purpose is to fight for law and order. One does not assist the law or help to make it more respected by our citizens, by caricaturing and defaming its guardians. In publishing sketches of this kind with their offensive captions, Hearst assists the very Communist, whom he would have us believe he is fighting.

Everybody knows that our police force has contained at times men who disgraced the uniform they wore, but it is grossly unfair to attack and slur the whole force in the manner Mr. Hearst's paper did. We were always doubtful of his sincerity, so this is just added proof that he is only another parlor-preacher of a very destructive kind. Hypocrisy seems to be Hearst's chief forte.

We believe an apology would be in order. Of course Hearst will not do that. He is not big enough that way and never in the past has he admitted a mistake. So our advice to the policemen is: Don't read Hearst's papers. Read the AMERICAN BULLETIN. It stands for the highest type of Patriotism.

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF "LIBERALISM"

On October 31st, two young daughters of socially prominent Westchester families were criminally assaulted by three Negro boys, two 15 and one 13, and a 14-year-old white boy.

Dressed in Hallowe'en costumes, the 11-year-old girls left their homes to play Hallowe'en pranks. The four boys seized them and dragged them to an empty lot where the criminal attack occurred. Both girls had to be taken to the hospital for medical care, where the police questioned them, later arresting the boys, who were held for Children's Court action.

According to the police this is not the first case of its type. It states that of late frequent other complaints had been entered reporting attacks mad by Negro upon white girls.

Such is the result of the "liberal" communistic education fed to our people today, that declares the "equality of all races and freedom from social conventions, disregard for moral standards."

Think, American! IS THIS FREEDOM? AND IF SO, WHAT WILL IT LEAD TO?

Now we wonder if such fine "American" institutions as the Civil Liberties Union and the International Labor Defense through Jew Leibowitz will again run to the rescue to the "poor discriminated against" Negro boys and the one white, as they did in the famed Scottsboro case.

WE KNOW FROM EXPERIENCE.

"REDS ORGANIZED IN POST OFFICE." A dispatch from the U.S. dated Nov. 2nd, states that according to Wm. W. Howe and his Deputy, Vincent C. Burke (two good Irish names), they have gained a foothold in New York, Philadelphia and St. Louis. We have noticed the spread of COMMUNISM in some of our large post offices, although THERE IS NO PLACE IN POSTAL SERVICE FOR ANY MAN OR WOMAN WHO BELIEVES IN THE DESTRUCTIVE DOCTRINE OF COMMUNISM. But try to have them discharged! These insects cannot be exterminated before the red-insect breeders in Washington have not first been assigned their proper place!

THE JEWS ARE OUR MISFORTUNE!
Statements below are excerpts from pamphlet published by the Ernst Goerger Publicity Bureau, 627 E. State St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

(Regarding Germany:) "The revolution reminds us anew of the importance of the Jewish question, because the Jews are the driving element in the revolution." (Jew Moritz Rappaport on the revolution of 1918.)

"The German revolution is the achievement of the Jews, the liberal democratic parties have a great number of Jews as their leaders, and the Jews play a predominant role in the high Government offices." (Jewish Tribune, July 5, 1922.)

(Regarding Russia:) "What Jewish idealism and Jewish discontent have so powerfully contributed in Russia, the same historic qualities of the Jewish mind and heart are tending to promote in other countries." (American Hebrew, Sept. 10, 1920.)

"Without exaggeration, it may be said that the great Russian social revolution was indeed accomplished by the hand of the Jews." (Jew M. Cohen in "Communist", April 1919, in Kharkoff.)

"The Russian revolution is a Jew-revolution because it constitutes a landmark in Jewish history. For still another reason is the Russian revolution a Jew revolution because the Jews were the most active revolutionists in the Russian Empire." (Jew de Haas in "The Macabean").

"The Russian Revolution was created by the Jews... We Jews inspired the terror. We Jews are responsible for the success of the revolution through our convincing propaganda, by means of the terror, of murder or any other means, with the intention to create a government of our own." (The Jew Hennalin in a speech at New York, 1917.)

"Stockholm, September 21, 1917.—To Mr. Raphael Scholan:—Dear Comrade: The banking house, M. Warburg, opened an account for the enterprise of Comrade Trotsky upon the receipt of a telegram from the chairman of the "Rhein-Westphalian Syndicate." (Jewish controlled concern in Germany. Ed.) A lawyer, probably Mr. Kestroff, obtained ammunition and organized the transportation of same, together with that of the money... to whom the sum demanded by Comrade Trotsky is to be handed. Fraternal Greetings, Fuerstenberg."

"The leaders of the Bolcheviki movement are about two-thirds Russian Jews." (Wm. Chapin Huntington, U.S. Embassy.)

"In all the Bolcheviki institutions the heads are Jews." (Asia magazine, February-March, 1920.)

Out of 388 members of the Petrograd Government only 16 were real Russians, and all the rest Jews. (Testimony before U.S. Senate Committee.)

For us: "Dividends."
For the people: "Death."
Election Notice.

New Yorkers are asked to look closely at their commissioners of election. It is pitiful to see that three of our four commissioners are Jews. Look at the names: S. Howard Cohen, David P. Costuma, Jacob A. Livingston, and lonely William J. Hefferman. What chances, friends, has honesty got at our election polls? Hefferman is an Irishman, but he is only ONE!

"Fair Play."

The Boyleh lawyer George Gordon Battle was appointed as special supervisor of elections for the State Law Department. That is a little rough. Jewish Commissioners and Communist Supervisors! Americans, where are YOU represented? Or do they think we no longer exist?

The Magicians.

Hoover promised two chickens for every pot. Roosevelt put in a big blue eagle. Both kinds of legendary birds have proven indigestible. Both birds stand for promises with no intention of ever keeping them. Meantime not only poultry, but BREAD is getting dearer. Some deal!

La Guardia Is "It" Again.

The red little Mayor ordered the Naval Reserve Air Unit out of Floyd Bennet Field. What a patriot! First he hamstrings our police force, now he tries the same tactics on the defense forces of the nation! And that is the man who dared get himself elected in an American city as Mayor, and under whom New York became a center for communist agitation.

A. A. A.

First AAA advocated higher bread prices. Now Mr. Montgomery, Counsel of that body, asks the bakers to justify their raise of one penny per loaf, pointing out that wages have gone down within the last year. He says that the price of wheat is so low that he does not see the justification of the raising of prices.

The cat is out of the bag. We doubt the political bosses in Washington, D.C., will thank Mr. Montgomery for his troubles. The middleman, my friends, the middleman, is the cat that takes the cream, under the suspicions and protection of the AAA that "helps" the farmer (so it is said) and lets people die of starvation (so we know) on the other hand.

We Want to Know.

Who are the higher-ups in the recently exposed "Loan Racket"? Whose names are being shielded by the D.A.'s office? We want to know all of them! Or is it perhaps "anti-Semitic" to ask this question? WE WANT THE TRUTH!

The "Land of the Free"

According to the United Press dispatch, dated Nov. 2nd, Harry L. Hopkins, PWA Administrator, says: "The people of the State of Georgia are not getting enough to eat." And all this because the Governor (Talmadge) of that State will not swallow the Communist doctrines of the Roosevelt Regime at Washington, D.C. Just like in Russia. "He who disagrees with us or refuses to obey must be starved into submission."

Figures Don't Lie.

Washington, Oct. 31 (US).—The Roosevelt Administration last June concluded a new trade treaty with Russia. Russia, in return for this treaty, would double its purchases of American goods, the Administration said.
The Department of Commerce has just published the trade figures for September between Russia and the United States. They show Russia purchased $43,950 of American goods as compared with $753,547 in the same period last year. In the same period Russia increased her sales of Russian goods to the United States from $354,594 to $1,031,295.

THE COMMUNISTIC MENACE

This is No. 4 of a series of articles to prove that Communism is a political guise of Judaism. We shall deviate from the trend of previous articles to answer the question "Are Jews Communists?" by James Waterman Wise (son of Rabbi Wise), in an article appearing in the Communist publication "The New Masses".

Wise severely attacks Dr. Cyrus Adler, president of the American Jewish Committee, Alfred M. Cohen, president of the B'nai B'rith, and B. C. Vladeck, chairman of the Jewish Labor Committee, for "hysterically denying" that Communism is Jewish and "frenziedly repudiating" Jews who are Communists. He assails them cynically for lying about the number of Jews taking part in the Bolshevik revolution of Russia and himself recounts the importance of Jews who are credited with "throwing" the revolution.

Wise admits that among the first acts of the Bolshevik Party was the "swift and unconditional Jewish emancipation," proving that the Jews had definite purpose in making the revolution. He credits the Bolsheviks with "a systematic and unremitting campaign against anti-Semitism throughout the length and breadth of the Soviet Union which has today made Russia freer of the virus of Jew-hatred than any nation in the world." He does not mention that possession of the "Protocols of the Elders of Zion" is punishable by death, but admits that the Bolsheviks "rehabilitated economically, politically and socially the decimated Jews," which is perhaps the reason why they may own private property in Biro-Bidjan, whereas Russians are killed if they refuse to surrender all their property to the Soviet Government.

The most revealing statement is the following:

"Communists in and out of Germany are heroically and desperately FIGHTING THE JEWISH BATTLE AGAINST HITLERISM."

Here he actually admits that the battle on all fronts being fought against "Hitlerism" (National Socialism) is a JEWISH affair, that all anti-"Nazi" propaganda emanates from the Jews and that COMMUNISTS ARE FIGHTING FOR THE SAKE OF THE JEWS.

The significance of this admission may be more clearly understood if supplement by the following statement, made by the same J.W. Wise from the pulpit of the Free Synagogue, on January 28, 1934, on the topic: "The Rising Fascist Tide - Will it Overwhelm Us?"

"FASCISM IS ONLY TRYING TO HOLD BACK ON THE PART OF DYING CAPITALISM FOR ONE SHORT HOUR THE INEVITABLE TIDE OF LIBERALISM. WHAT WE JEWS MUST DO IS TO SET OUR RACES AS FLINT AGAINST IT, AGAINST ANY FORM OF IT WHATSOEVER. OUR NEXT STEP TO BE TAKEN AS SOON AS EVER IT IS POSSIBLE, MUST BE TO SEIZE, IN THE INTEREST OF THE WORKERS, ALL THE NATION'S INDUSTRIES, AND LET NOTHING WHATSOEVER STAND IN OUR WAY, EVEN SHOULD WE HAVE TO USE VIOLENCE."

Here we have the secret of Communism revealed. Feeling himself as a JEW, Wise calls upon all Jews to join the Communist ranks which he knows IS THE POLITICAL STRONGHOLD OF JUDAISM. He openly admits that the fight against "Fascism" (which National Socialism is mistakenly called in order to misappropriate the sense of the word) is a JEWISH fight, and then states that the Nation's industries must be seized for the "workers' benefit"! He proves that the REAL PURPOSE of Communism is to place all property into the hands of the Je-s, and that the phrases of "workers interests" are only a CAMOUFLAGE.

Jewry in America knows that the discovery of the fearful truth that COMMUNISM is in nature JUDAISM would be fatal to Jewry for all times. Therefore discordant and conflicting statements are issued by Jews themselves to confuse the public mind. In order to thoroughly comprehend Communism, you must gain full knowledge of Judaism, its aims and purposes, which will be continually brought out in this paper.
In the minds and souls of millions of your fellow countrymen a terrible struggle is going on. Deep down they feel that something FUNDAMENTAL IS WRONG! Vaguely they sense that a horrible INJUSTICE is being committed somewhere. Bewildered and helpless they go about wondering and searching blindly for the light. If you yourself have at one time experienced that terrible agony of mental strife, when doubt, insecurity and fear for an unknown something that you FELT but of which you DID NOT KNOW, gnawed at your mind and heart, then you know what your OWN FELLOW COUNTRYMEN throughout this nation are experiencing today. Simply being a reader of this little primitive paper, which is the ONLY AMERICAN NATIONAL SOCIALIST PAPER IN THE UNITED STATES, proves that you have found the way to TRUTH AND LIGHT, that you yourself no longer fear because you have become CERTAIN whereas before doubt and indecision tore your mind. KNOWING THE TRUTH, you have become fearless and have gained confidence in yourself! That is what our people need above everything else. THEY MUST REGAIN FAITH AND CONFIDENCE IN THEMSELVES. That, however, they can only, IF THEY KNOW THE TRUTH.

Then, too, WILL THEY KNOW WHICH WAY TO TURN?

If you have realized the full significance of our fight, as you should when reading these pages, then you must realize also the sacred duty that this recognition places upon you as a WHITE MAN or WHITE WOMAN, and as an AMERICAN. Your country needs you in this greatest peace-time battle of all times and you must be big enough to VOLUNTARILY devote yourself to its needs. Your duty NOW is primarily in ENLIGHTENING YOUR FELLOW COUNTRYMEN. Bring to them this new knowledge you have gained, and give them confidence in themselves and the future of their country by giving them the NEW FAITH of the NATIONAL SOCIALIST WORLD CONCEPT. You must do ALL in your power to rouse the dormant strength of the great heritage of our race within our people.

Only if we succeed in waking our people from their slumber and liberate them from the web of false concepts that has been artfully spun about them, shall we succeed in bringing back true liberty to them.

We give full recognition to the fact that, if you are employed, you must devote much of your time and efforts to your work to do it justice and to survive bodily, but you MUST and you CAN find time to do the following:

1. **Spread the AMERICAN BULLETIN.**

   When meeting people who are aware of the great deception now being committed, mention the Bulletin and explain to them what it means, what its endeavors are.

2. **Agitate.**

   The time is past when it was WE who shook our heads hearing of Communists who were agitating for revolution. We cannot save America by politely watching the other fellow taking all that rightfully belongs to us, and employing all methods of subtlety, artifice and ruthlessness to do so. WE MUST ACT AT ONCE, if we do not want a wholesale destruction of all we hold sacred. Therefore you must actively and restlessly agitate among all people you meet to spur on to thought, to create the desire to ACT in accordance with newly won knowledge and confidence.

3. **Educate yourself.**

   Our people have been so misled that it will take generations before complete clarity of thought has returned. Therefore do not think you know everything. To understand present day politics you must have a basic knowledge of the Jewish question. Of paramount importance in that respect is the "Protocols of the Elders of Zion." Read all the literature it is possible for you to obtain. We advertise books from time to time and shall be glad to assist you in obtaining these or give you information concerning them. Study in order to be better able to help others!

4. **Read your newspapers carefully.**

   Sometimes the deepest secrets are openly revealed in the press, but the ignorant "Goyim" does not see them because he has not been initiated into the secret regions of the invisible government. When you have read the "Protocols" and other enlightening books, you will be able to see for yourself what is hap-
pening: you will be able to PROVE to yourself and others that THERE IS an invisible INTERNATIONAL CENTRAL GOVERNMENT that rules the fate of the world, simply by reading the daily press!

The above points do not require of you an unwarrented amount of sacrifice. IF you are SINCERE in your desire to save your country and its people, you will do all the above things quite naturally, simply to SATISFY the great longing within you to right a great wrong. IF YOU ARE CONSCIOUS OF THAT UPLIFTING DESIRE, THEN YOU WILL KNOW THAT THE VOICE OF THE NORDIC BLOOD HAS WAKENED WITHIN YOU, AND WE SALUTE YOU—FELLOW FIGHTER!

THE CALL

Come forth from the valley, come forth from the hill!
Come forth from the workshop, the mine and the mill!
From pleasure or slumber, from study or play,
Come forth in your thousands and aid us today!
There's a word to be spoken, a deed to be done,
A truth to be uttered, a cause to be won.
Come forth in your thousands, come forth every one!

Come youths in your vigor, come men in your prime!
Come age with experience, fresh gathered from time!
Come workers, you're welcome, come thinkers, you must!
Come thick as the clouds of the midsummer dust,
Or the waves of the sea, gleaming bright in the sun!
There's a truth to be told, a cause to be won.
Come forth in your thousands, come forth every one!

Charles Mackay, The Truth, South Africa.
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SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

AMERICAN BULLETIN
1308 First Avenue
New York City

Enclosed is $ .... to cover .... issues of the AMERICAN BULLETIN

Name ...........................................

Street ..........................................

City and State ..............................

Price $1.25 for 20 copies postpaid.

DON'T FORGET HUEY P. LONG, KILLED BY A JEW!